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Change
Mikal Cronin

Chord notes:

Mikal seems to play most of the song as barre chords.

Most of the fancier chords have a multitude of viable fingerings - And I m not 
sure if I ve named Eaddb7 correctly. If anyone wants to correct me feel free!

The A Asus4 Asus2 section should be played

   G#          G#sus4  G#sus2
e|-0------------0------0------|
B|-2------------3------0------|
G|-2------------2------2------|
D|-2------------2------2------|
A|-0------------0------0------|
E|-x------------x------x------|

And Eaddb7 is

e|---0---|
B|---3---|
G|---1---|
D|---2---|
A|---2---|
E|---0---|

Intro:
G# C# E

Verse 1

G#                 E            G#  G#sus4 G#sus2
I can t climb the mountain all alone
G#                E            Eb        Eaddb7
I ve been at the bottom for a long time
                          E               F#
I ve been waiting for the sun to set, the moon to shine
    G#m               B              E
The day to change to night so I can fall
        Eb
Waiting for you

Chorus (Get that fuzz on!)

                G#



Good god just a little bit, just a little bit

       E
Goes a long way

       G#
Just a little bit, just a little bit 

       E
Goes a long way

C#m              F#             G#  G#sus4 G#sus2
Faith is just a lover I don t own

C#m              F#             {G#   C#  E} x4 (tune of intro)
Love is just an answer I don t know

Verse 2:

G#               E          G#  G#sus4 G#sus2
Tell myself I m better off alone

G#                    E            Eb        Eaddb7
But I ve been at the bottom for a long time

                        E                F#
I ve been asking you to hold my hand, to bend it back

    G#m              B                  E
And take me down to let me know you re gone

                 Eb
And stop waiting for you

Chorus

                G#
Good god just a little bit, just a little bit

       E
Goes a long way

       G#
Just a little bit, just a little bit 

       E
Goes a long way

C#m              F#             G#  G#sus4 G#sus2
Faith is just a lover I don t own



C#m              F#              E
Love is just an answer I don t know

                      F#
I ve been worried for you

                  G#m          F#          C#
Been hoping for a long, long, long, long time

     E                                    Em 


